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'The beliaviot, inVolved in nurturing the young ke surely among

the moOttimportant to any species, since they so directly Contribute'
.

to surviVallthOugh such behaviors are occasionally referred to as

'parental,(Bolwig, 1959),.the more common term is maternal behavior'

(Rheingold, 1963): In fact, it is:WidelVassumed (Butt, MaccpbY-
Ao -

& Jacklin, 1974) th5-t nurtullance of the young.isjikltedto, or perhapa

better performed by the female of the species, at least in mammals.' In

the case Of the human being, this widely held belief has little solid

data to support or; for that matter, to refute it (Maccobv;& Jacklin,

1974).

One largely ignored question is how parental or nurturant behavio

develops. 'HoW Children and adoleScents react to and interact pith in-7!
. ,

fants,..and whether an early sex difference exists, are.queetions,yet
.

to,be answered. Recently, in their comprehensive review-of the research
.

on, sex differences Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) pointed out that we know

almost nothing about the potential of human beings, children or adults,,

for nurturant behavior towand'infants'and children. One of the firSt

studies to examlne,this question did so only tangentially (Brindley,

Cldik Hutt, Robinson & Wethli, 1972). These authors observed the

social behavior of nursery school children, focusing on aggression,

cooperation, and play.. They noted that girls cooperated more; eSpec-.

Tally in responding to reqdests fromounger children. The authors,

interprebd this finding as evidence of the female's biologically de-

termined role of caring for the. young.

A morerecent study specifically followed Maccoby and Jacklin's

(1979 suggestion to examine the behavior of pre-school children toward

. an infant (Berman, Monda & Myerscough, 1977). Children from 2 1/2 to 5



years, of age were observed interadting,witha 13-month-old inian

irl in'a'day-care setting.' The infant was brought to the sett

experimenters and placed in a playpen in an area of the da -dare

gl?Y,

Center., They recorded dhildren'afrequenti g the.area when it 'contained
. ,

as a fish `tank placed-in,

All con (zsions were.based on comparisons

only:the empty playpen as well as

front of the empty playpen.

of baby, fish, and baseline days. The researchers observed wl)idh.chil--

dren came near the baby and what they did while near her :Th found

when there

girls to be.mpre likely to co1l near the baby, regardless of

.er boys were the least likely to come near the baby'.

Few other researchershave ever presented subjects with a human

infant with whom to interact. Only recently has the nurtur.it behavior

of school-aged children been exaMined.. Feldman, pash,and trona

(1977) studied 8- to 9-year rolds':and 14 to 15,year-,olds! teres1

in a baby in a contrived "waiting rooe'situation with the ba.y's

mother present. The major sex differences in interest in and-inter-
.

action with the baby appeared in the older group..'There.were few dif-

ferences in the 8- to 9-year-old group although the boys ignored the

baby mprethan did the girls of this, age. The authors explained their

findings as .being a l'esult of the heightened in- Vest in,sex-stereo-

typed behavior in early adolescence,. One group of researchers (Bem,.

MartvD Watson, 1976) has observed college Students in interactiorls

with 'infants. Bern et al. presented each of their college-studeht sub-

jects with one of 14 babies randomly introduced as "David 'or "Lisa".

Each subject interacted with the'rnfant alone for 10 minutes in a room

containing a one-way mirror. The presence of certain behaviors (e.g.,

talking, kAsing, holding, etc.) was recorded, by observers. In thisig. /"L



, . A

study no Overall difference was ,ifound:betWeen:males. and feMaleS in th011"1

behavior to:the infant.

In an examinatiOn of adUltS!'pla With '15 -76pth7oldS (FriS01,. 1977),
.

male and female adtiits were8oirt*hat exStereotyped'In-th4rS

. ,

Play.,;with the,babies. HOwever the7StO0y-made...hbi.ovet,alLeXaminatiah

,

of:ourtUraribe to (c.x. interest:iOrthe infants since its burpoSe-i,ps

e o

different ways in which, boys and.giriwore:playedWitrI1V,

the adults. The'major finding was that boys'angirlsWereaYed with by

the aaults. The major. finding-was 41At-boyS. were -payed,w,ith ,fin "mascu
3:

examine the

.line ways -and giriS,in "feminine" wayS.

It is clear that there ismuChiyet-tO-±be-discovered-

ance to the young; in humans. Pre-sehoolYand'adolescent gi

more nurturant than same-aged boys (Brindley:et al, 197Z; Berman

et al., 1977; FeldMan et al. , 1977) though-this dOes not ppear.,to be

true for young adults (Bem et al., 176).' As part of a l i^ger 'project,

the present study examined age and sex differences in urant.behaviOrs

out-nurtur,

may
,ls.abe

shown While interacting with an. infant. The behavior of pi-oschool children,

preadolescents, and young adults was studied. U. until this tine nurturancb

to the young shown by a wide range of subjectS d : never been studied y.

using - identical procedures as part of the same 6 eriment. In addition

children, of any age; had never been observed on a one-to-one basiS with

an infant.



Subjects.' rIklenty 9.ubjects (10 Male; 10 female) from each of

_three_age._graups 14- and 5 -year-ola8, 10- td 12-L.yer, olds, and 'c

year-olds partiCipated in the study. This gave a total of 60 subj

The nUrsery4SchooI Children-were:seiected frOm-a:university Home

Economics
:I ..:

Department .Nursery $chooLand three community based day

,''he 10,- to 22 -yeapolds attendedia-Pavochial school

6th grade The childreWS. parents'were-inforMedabbut the;: Study

.

writtenpermission for their children!

their own
_

donsent'Verbally:. Two 47yearoldgiri8 Who"."efuSed'tb pap-tic-

ips"t:e were:replaced. . The college -age.sub ectS.were students in troductory
.

.

int, ° f'''
'''

J.
f

psychology classes and received course c dit for'participation. They
,..

signed 5,hformedLConsent forms prior to icipation.

f A

Procedure. Pi,,male Caucasian, aged "12.16 months at the outs -t of the

sludy.and 16.0 months at the end, served as stimulus infant for all sub-
.

jects. Pilot data demonstrated his suitability as a stimulus. He

showed little or no fear'of strangers and'interacted easily wi

pilot subjects : He slid not appea.t6 react in any clearly dif erent way

tamales than to',feMalet. In. fact, he was especially.auitable in,
.

this regard Since he had had experierliCe with a primary male taker

as well as a fema-le. The.baby was seated in'a-plastic and, metal spring

, bouncing horse fitted with a safety plastic infant peat:, The was a

box containing toys and a small chair for subjects to sit on be ide the

c.

baby's horse.



The baby's horse

school, or day -care center.

and -toys were situated in a quiet room` in the

A few books or magazines suitable to the

subject's age were placed on a nearby tabde.. A Sony:-biack-rand-white

video tamiera and .a microphone were in the-room with the' baby.- They:

,

were connected to a Sony videoc sette recorder and ,monitor in an ad-'

jacent. room.

o

i`

j -

Each subject was brought dividually to the room containing-the

t 7

baby. They were asked to spend a short period of, time 'alOne with' him

. during Which they would be videotaped. The subjects were told that

the infant's reactions to strangers were the fpoUs Of .the
i7

stUdy.

told::

' There is' a baby here in this room. His name is We are,

wondering bow babies like him get along with new people; people

they don't know. Do you think 'you could stay here with the baby

'for a few minutes? I will be taking a TV picture of you and the

baby so I can study it later. You. can talk to or play with ,7.the

baby if you want to. Please don't try to pick him,up, though.

YOu don't have to talk or play with. the bab just 'stay here
5

in the room with him. f you want to you can read these books on

tilt table.

The instructions to college tudents were similar, with a slightly more

mature level of language:

Them is a baby here in this rooM. Fds'name is We are

interested in how babie like him react to strangers and new

people, What _I would 1 e you to do is stay in the room'with

the baby` for a few minutes. You and the baby, will be videotaped

so that the tape can be .tudied later. You can. interact with
, .



the babY in any way you choose. However, .'please

him up. You don't have to interact with the baby, Just stay

here in the room with him. There are magazines on the table

if you would like to look at them.

The experimenter then left thesubject and baby alone for a seven-

minute p.riod of interaction. *subject and baby were.watched4onI'l_

the monitor and sessions were terminated if the subject cried or left

the room of if the baby cried.

The running o
e

er of subjects was, counterbalanced to some extent

..

in order nottO'confound the baby's experience in the situation with

Ihe.age of the subjects. Approximately one,half of the youngest and

oldest SUbjects,werp run during the first Month of the study. Then

all the 10- to 12 -yew, -olds were run. -Next the remaining adults served

as sUbjects,followed by the remaining 4- and 5-year-olds.: From one to
..

four subjects were run during a single day and a day or more 11silly

elapsed between each day Of testing.

. Certain behaviors considered to be related to nurturance were time-

sampled from the videotapes. Many of the'behaviors selected'to opera-

vtionally define nurturance have been used by others (Bem et al. '1976,

Berman.et al. 1977) They may be seen in "Able 1.

Idsert Table 1 about here'

The seven-minute period of interaction was divided int642. 10-second,

intervals. If any of the behaviors listed in Table 1 occurred during a 10-

second interval, it was recorded,in that interval. This-was true for
(

all behaviors ; therefore several different behaviors (e. kissing,



talking, touchirig, playinwith a toy, etc.) could potentially have been

recorded during any given 10-second interval. For any-one behavior (e.g.

touching) duration or'frequenty of that behavior was not assessed during a

specific 19-second interval; the behaVior was recorded only once per 10-

second interval. The scores for each behavior .were therefore modified

f quency counts bases on the number of 10- second intervals in which the

behavior occurred. The modified frequency counts for all behaviors within

a given category (e.g., proximity) were summed to obtaan the total score

for that category. The scores for the threc.categories, proximity,

vocalization, and entertainment, were the ependent Variables Used in the

. analyies.
)

For reliability purposeS a total of 12 of the videotapes were

randomly selected withequaI'representation fro each age and Sex,.and'.

codedly a.second coder who was blind to the hypotheses. This cbder,

who Was trained by the experimenter, was a fourth-year graduate student

6

in developmental psychology..

f



,.

The:three behavioral.tcares based on. the obServatiops Of the

:subject with the.irifant, were calculated.. .These scores were:proXimity,

vocalization, and entertainment. 'The data were subjected V a 3 age)

X S (sex) mativariate an4ysis of variance. Thbre was .a significant main

-7
effect for age, ,F (6, 104) 5.04 II< .001. Two of the ,univariate Fs 4

for age, vocalizations and eQl:ertajnment, were alsid significant. "A

further MANOVA examining contrasts' between different age groups confirmdl

the source of the age difference. There was a significant diperonce

between the 4-year olds
2
and the other two groups,F (3 , 52) - 10.16,

11-< ..001. The same univariate'Fs, vocalization and entertainment, wei-e.

also significant. Differences between the older age groups were not

satistically significant. Although thae,was riot a significant' multivariate

main effect for sex, the univariate Fs for vocalization andLentertainment

were significant, F (3, 52) = 6.63, E. .01, and F (3, 52) =,4.5g-,

< .04, respectively. No intractIons reached levels of statistical

significance. These data may be seen presented. graphically in Figjaves

1, 2, and 3.

Insert Fibs . and 3 about here:,



, . ,
urn of the three ''behavioral categories, Proximity, vocali-

on., and, entertainment, represents a;measure of the total intez-aa-
,, ,..

with tne baby.. is measure' is presented graphically in:Figure

In line with the results from the NANOVA reported above the only
.

insert-Fig, 4..--abput-hena

significant effects were main ,effects, for age, F (2,, 54) = 11.84, <

Obi, and sex, F (1, 54) - 7.13; < .01. A folloW-up ANOVA comparing

the 4-year-olds with the older groups combined was-signifiCant and agairr

there was no:significant difference between the two olden age groups.

Correlation coefficients were ca_lculated to measu e the reliabil-

ity of the behavioral, coding. 111.,elve of the tapes were coded by a

second coder. The correlations between the coders on these 12 tapes

,
for prOximity, vocalization, entertainment, and the sum, respectively,

were .57 :98, .99, and

A



DISCU3S±ON

.The purpose of this study was to examiTRE-ox.andage differ-' , .

;

.encesIn nurturant behaviors eothibitqd'toward:a humaninfant There was

ra-veryHelear-effect-fdr age:--F ,-year-olds-'were much essTharturant'

than the older groups whd did not. differ from each other. 'Although.- .
there were no a.prioritheorticaA orem*ic4 reasons -E9 pre-

.
. (

diet an age difference, it sis not on '.intuitive ground6. Se-V-

'
. y

.:,

eral Of these:,Children (seventoysand-ohe girl) almost
.

iincompletely -:
,

, ... ,. . ..

llored the baby. In, any case, the fact that.4-yearolds are unlikely '
H

to.display as much nurturant behavior to a baby as are preadolescents

'N
and'adults. seems to be a: perfectly, reasonablefinding. SiMilarseX

/"."

differences were obServed at all age levels

IT iree separate categories of behav o ontributed'to the anal7

,

yses: proximity, vocalizations, and entertainment or play...":TheCategory

.

touchng.hin. These behaviors tended toSe less'frequentthap.the Other,

labeled proxiMity;includedYsUdi behavibrdaS sitting close the baby an

two categories and to have fairly 10W correlations with them.. , n

eliminating the behavior of "sitting close", the other proximity behaviors

were very infrequent. The univariate analysis-of variance of koximity_

behaviors yielded no signifiCant Sex or age differences. In addition.,

,was a difficult behavioral, category to code from the tapes and.had a very

lota interscorer relia ility (.57); In general, proximity behaviors in this

study do not by themselves seem to add muCh' to the understanding of.age

and sex differbnces in nurturance to the young.

Thesecond behaviordi category was labeled vocalization and in-

cluded talking laughing, singing, and nallSense vocalitatiOns.



A,

N

.4

Univariate analyses-of variance of this mequreyielded significant age

;

and,seX effects jOuryPrx-O2ds'talked less to the baby than the older

subjects and males talked less than females. Vocalization as a category

tendedto play the strongest role in discriminating among groups of

subjects.

The third separate group of behaviors were those involVed in en -.

-0'tertaining'or playing with the baby. A univariate analysis of variance

On this measure also demonstrated an age difference between the 4-year-

olds and the two 'older grolups favoring the latter as well as a sex

. difference favoring females.

The sum of these three behavioral categories produced a total .nur-

turance score which was also subjected to an analysis of variance. Here

the findings par'allelled those of vocalization and entertainment, with

similar sex and age differences. The 4-year-olds interacted with-the

baby less than the older groups, and the males,did so less than the

femal

Although they ,are not reflected in the quantitative scores,qual-

itative differences appeared to exist among subject's. Different styles

interaction appeared. Some subjects did a great deal oftouching,

tickling, and stroking of the infant. Others played a lot with the

toys, while still others bounCed him vigorously in the horse, enter-

tained him with their watches or jewelry, or played games like peek-

a-boo. He was ignored by several of the youngest boys and a few adult

males. This ignoring cotninued in spite of repeated overtures on the

babys part to gain the subject's attention. In general, the baby ap-

peared, to enjoy takng part in the interactions often laughing vigor-

ouslYat the subject's games. Even when being ignored he managed to

entertain himself fairly well by bouncing in the horse or handling

p toys. There seeMed_ to be one general exception to this, hoWever.

13
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'Many of the.11-year-old girls appeared to Make the baby uncharacter-

istically irritable. This was true even though some time passed be-
,

tWeen tl4e running of the fir sfal-year-old girl and the last. Also,

. -

the 1-year- d boys: were' interspersed aMOng the girlS; and they did

,

1.

''not,. as a rule, make him irritable, nor did the group of subjects

coming before ,or after them. When examining the behavioral scores for

these girls, it is clear that they score very high in nurturance diS-
clte

plaYed'toward him. In-addition, they'seemed very enthusiastic about

playing with the baby. When watching their tapes it sometimes appeared

that they were, with th it eagerness, overwhelming him with stimulation

and not responding to his 7requests" to slow down. It is possible that
....

$'
. .

these girls, although intensely interested in babies had not _yet de-

veloped the skills to interact effectively with babies.. In contrast

with the college girls, they sometimes seemed oblivious to the baby's

signals and desires, stimulating him almost abrasively.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrated age and sex differences

in behaviors involved in interacting with a baby. On almost all measures

4-year-olds demonstrated lower levels of nurturance than'the older sub-

jects did: There are several possible reasons for this low level of

interaction. Children of this age are not often expected to care for

infants, and possibly have not yet learned ha4 to do so. They sometimes

looked unsure of what to do and at times even appeared bored. Perhaps

a baby holds little intere for this possibly egocentric age group.

A fue.ther possibility is related to the eperimental instructions.

Perhaps the oldest age group could interpret the experimental instructions

as a request for assistapce. They were told interest was in the baby's

reactions to strangers and perhaps interaCted with him in order to help

14
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the experimenter. This level of reasoning is move than likely beyond

the abilities of the pre-schbol subjects. However, it is not certain

that the'll-year-olds, whose behavior so closely resembled the 20-year-

olds :would opercite. under similar, constraints.

Males talked less, played less, and showed'less overall nurturance

to, the baby than did females. The sex differences were quite.similar

across age levels. This similarity is one of the more interesting find-

ings of the study. . That 4-year-old females and males should show almost

exactly the same differences in nurturance as do 11- and 20-year-old

females and males is very striking. This leads to some future research-

possibilities. For example, does this sex difference exist at other or

at all points.in the ontogenetic sequence? It would be especially

significant to examine parents and grandparents as well as other non-

parenA. Thirdly, and most importantly, if this sex difference does

exist at all or at some ages, what is its source? Why do females display

more behavioral nurturance towards an infant than males? Can this sex

difference be modified through experience or explicit training? Do

egalitarian or non-traditional conditions of rearing diminish or

eradicate it? These and other questions have yet to'be answered about_

nurturance to the young.
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FootnOtes

1TWo.sessions were terminated. One subject cried and one left

the room. Their data were included, filling in zero scores for the

time remaining.

For convenience in Table and 4.1m presentations, throughout

this chapter the youngest age group will be referred to as 4-year-olds,
4 .

the intermediate age group as 11-year-olds, and the oldest age group

as _20-year-olds.

1
3A fourth category, facial behaviOrs (smiling,' looking, and grimac-

ing) was originally intended to be coded. However, the quality of the

videotapes as well as subjects turning their backs and wandering out of

camera range made this impossible.

F
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Table 1

BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED [O BE AN OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF NURTURANC5

a. Proximity

face close to infant
(under 30 cm)

kissing
touching
tickling
touching or tickling
with a toy

b. Vocalizations

talking
laughing
singing
nonsense vocalizations

c. Entertainment/Play

entertaining with toy(s)
bouncing baby in horse
retrieving fallen or

requested toy
entertaining in some other way



4 11 20
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Figure 1. The frequency of proximity behaviors as a function'
of sex and age in years.
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Figure 2. The frequency of vocalizations as a function
of sex and age in years.
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Figure 3. The frequency of entertainment behaviors
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Figure 4 'The frequency of all nurturant behaviors
as a function of sex and age in years.
This measure represents the sum of prox-
imity, vocalization, and entertainment
behaviors.


